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Our Club President’s Report

Trevor’s Comments for September 2020
Hello fellow lions.
Tonight, we welcome Julie Fursey from LECNA as our guest and present her with the two new laptops and
invite her to talk a little about what LECNA does.
We are still struggling to get back to normal with Club activities but this is very difficult under current
circumstances. Some projects must be put on hold but we will continue to make efforts to succeed.
We have decided to continue with our major fundraiser – the Trailer Raffle. However, proper COVID-19
protocol will be observed every day we are selling in public.
Lion David Snape devotes two mornings each week to assisting LECNA getting their food supplies from
FOODBANK. Lion Greg often assists David when required. We might be low on membership but each and
every Lion contributes willingly to their various portfolios to ensure that our Club maintains it goals under
such difficult circumstances. We should all be proud that we belong to such a caring and hardworking Club.
One person can speak but together we ROAR.
Thank you,

Lion Trevor Collins Club President 2020/2021

…oOo…
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THE BEGINNING

Please Spring for Research

The Queensland and Northern New South Wales Lions Medical Research Foundation is a Foundation.
And this foundation is based on trust, on faith and of conviction. It is also your Foundation. It is a
Foundation that is owned by Lions with every Lions Club in Queensland and Northern New South Wales
being a constituent member; and like every Lion, it lives and works through the Lions Code of Ethics. We,
at the Foundation understand the difficulties Lions clubs are having at this moment of Covid19 and
subsequent lockdowns so we are just asking if you would please consider dedicating just one fundraising
event to our Foundation during the months of spring.
This event can be anything you wish, however to make it fun the Foundation is suggesting to each club that
during the months of September, October & November they hold a High Tea and the theme is; "Mad
Hatter's Tea Party".
The Foundation’s motto is “the research of today is the cure of tomorrow" and that is what we truly believe.
It is a Foundation which provides Fellowship Grants for biomedical scientists at the start of their career path.
It is a journey in life we all must take - it’s “the beginning”.
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•
Lions Zone Meeting last month – POSTPONED (It’s that virus thing
again). Date yet to be advised.
•
The Tyro EFTPOS machine has been received and is ready to be
established again when required.
The Club Auditor’s Report has been received and will be read at our Annual General Meeting on
the 8 September.
We will be conducting our Annual Christmas Trailer Raffle this year – venues are booked – We
will be taking all COVID-19 precautions most seriously.
We plan to make our 1st order of Christmas Cakes by late October. An announcement will be
made later this month as to who the new contractor will be for future Christmas Cake production.
Recipe & packaging will remain the same but there will probably be a small price increase.
We will register for our regular Youth of the Year program – Lion David McKenzie will make
all necessary arrangements.
Children of Courage Awards and Achievers’ Awards Projects will be held over until first
opportunity next year (It’s that virus thing again).
We suspect that we will not be able to have our regular Christmas Breakfast with the residents of
YURANA Retirement Living residents. Yurana residents will be VERY disappointed.
New member Jim Chalmers is having difficulty attending our Dinner Meeting because of
Interstate Travel commitments combined with subsequent quarantines so we have formed a small
committee to visit his office on 21 September to officially induct Lion Jim into our Club. (That
virus thing is causing all sorts of problems.)
Please check for Renewal Date of your BLUE CARD. There is no cost to Club Members to keep
their registration current..
Lion Greg reports that schools are acceptable to our Letters to Santa Project once again this year
in spite of that virus thing.
Lion David Snape devotes two mornings per week on the Foodbank Run for LECNA.
The amount previously approved for the foster kids support packs is now increased to $3,000
We will to provide two notebook computers up to a total of $1,500 to LECNA
We have approved a donation of ASUD$1,000 to Lions Clubs International Foundation towards
their Lebanon disaster appeal.
Lions Peace Poster Competition – Hopefully, Reedemer Lutheran College will submit entries this
year.
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District 201Q1 Convention 2020
A decision has been made to cancel the District Convention due to be held on 6th, 7th and 8th November 2020
at Sunpac Theatre, 470 McCullough Street, Sunnybank. The decision has not come lightly. However due to
a further outbreak of Covid19 and the release of new Queensland government legislation on Saturday 22nd
August there unfortunately is no other alternative. The health and safety of our members is paramount.
Notices of Motion, Nominations for the positions of District Governor, 1st and 2nd Vice District Governors
and Host Club for the 2022 Convention must still be received by close of business on 7th September. We will
be advised of the voting procedures for same in due course.
Multiple District Convention 2023
We are very pleased to announce that our club has been granted permission by the Multiple District Council
to host the MD convention in 2023 on the Gold Coast
Very exciting and lots of work ahead. It will be held at Star Hotel and Casino at Broadbeach. Starting on 28
April through to 2 May 2023. The Star is a great facility with lots of options for meals and breakout rooms.
Main sessions will be held in the theatre. There is heaps of accommodation all around the Broadbeach area
and if you stay further away the G-Link tram stops outside from all points north to Helensvale. Plan now to
have your holiday on the Gold Coast and attend the Convention. See you in 2023.
Lion David McKenzie

COMMUNITY HEROES | We would like to celebrate the positive impact that Redeemer students have
had in our local community.
Recently, three Redeemer students, Blake McKenzie, Joshua Parkes and Nicholas Strong, were on a bike
ride in Newstead Park, when they passed a jogger who was having a seizure. The boys stopped to assist the
young lady and waited with her, comforting her until the ambulance arrived. The boys exhibited a mature,
calm and caring nature in caring for a stranger suffering a serious medical episode.
PS Lions David & Lorraine are rather proud of their grandson.

A Message from Ken Leonard OAM, Chairman, Lions Recycle for Sight Australia Inc
“Despite my email earlier this week about starting to send spectacles, today we
received advice that the latest scare re the virus has caused the Correction Department
to close access to persons on community correction orders being involved in our
recycle programme at present, which is causing a shortage of space for more
delivered. We hope this order may be reversed as our building has a full covet
cleaning approach.
Once this crisis is over, I’ll email urgently.
Lion Greg hopes this happens soon as his storage space is rapidly filling up.
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Do you read the District Newsletter each month?
It’s a great read that keeps you up to date with happenings in our District 201Q1.

BIRTHDAYS

September Celebration
Dates

6th Chris Richardson

CLUB WEBSITE: Our Club secretary, Lion Chris
Richardson, spends a lot of time maintaining our
Club Web Site as well as our Facebook. Please
visit these sites on a regular basis to keep up to date
with Club Activities.
www.rochedalespringwood.qld.lions.org.au
We are now on Facebook so check us out and “like” us if
you can.

http://www.facebook.com/RochedaleSpringwoodLionsClub

Has it ever occurred to you…..
Why feet smell and noses run?
Why the human race will not win the race against time?
Why a mediocre athlete has a slim chance of getting a medal,
but a fat chance of getting the gold?
Why do slow down and slow up mean the same thing?

Have you ever asked yourself….
why a seeded loaf has seeds in it, but seeded raisins have the
seeds taken out?
why one’s house goes up in flames at the same time as it is
burning down?
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"quarantine"
Definition--quar·an·tine noun
1. a strict isolation imposed to prevent the spread of disease.
2. a period, originally 40 days, of detention or isolation imposed upon ships, persons, animals, or plants on
arrival at a port or place, when suspected of carrying some infectious or contagious disease.
The modern word quarantine comes from a preventative measure taken in Italy in the 1370s in an attempt
to prevent a renewed outbreak of the dreaded Black Death sweeping the city. In 1374, Venice appointed
three medical officers whose duties were to inspect all ships entering the port and exclude any they
suspected of harbouring the plague. Three years later, the nearby Dalmatian republic of Ragusa (present day
Dubrovnik in Croatia) compelled all suspected sailors, together with their cargoes, to be held in isolation on
a neighbouring island for quaranta to make sure that they were not carrying the disease.
Etymology—The word quarantine comes from “quaranta” the Italian for forty. The time limit was fixed at
forty days because it was believed that all such diseases, like the Biblical Flood were limited to that period.
Peel Island is a small island located in Moreton Bay, east of Brisbane. During the mid-19th century Peel
Island was used as a quarantine station for the colony of Brisbane. Sailing ships would anchor to the
north of the Island, the passengers would disembark on Peel Island for a quarantine period before moving on
to Dunwich on nearby North Stradbroke Island. The arriving sailing ships would be fumigated and scrubbed
down with carbolic to sanitise them before they ventured on to Brisbane with the new arrivals. Remains of
the old quarantine station are at the south west corner of the island where the old well can be found.

Got something to share...a handy tip?
A special event coming up?
Share a piece of history from our club?
A funny photo from a club event?
Even a funny joke?
Then I’d love to hear from you!
Email your submissions to greg.nothling@gmail.com.
Lion Greg Nothling, Editor, The Roaring Post
LIONS SERVE
Though Lions are well known for successful initiatives in vision health, Lions service is as diverse as our
members. Lions volunteer for many different kinds of projects - caring for the environment, feeding the
hungry and aiding seniors and the disabled.

Did You Know? A. The last Tasmanian Tiger died in Hobart Zoo on 7 September 1936 and in 1996,
the 60th anniversary of that tragedy, 7 September was declared Australia’s National Threatened Species Day
It has since become an annual opportunity to draw attention to the more than 100 Australian plant and
animal species that have gone extinct during the past 200 years and the thousands now threatened with going
the same way.
More information: australiangeographic.com.au/threatenedspeciesdayevents.
B. Many of the details we associate with Santa Claus were invented for a Coca Cola advertising campaign
around 1890.
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It's a modern English mystery: not so very
long ago, a new past tense form of a fairly
common verb snuck – or is it sneaked? –
into the English language. And no one really
knows how or why.
Over the past 120-odd years snuck has
become by some estimations the more
common past tense form in the United
States of America. Some people object to
the sneaky upstart – especially speakers of
British English – but it appears regularly
and without commentary in respected publications on both sides of the pond.
Perhaps the most mysterious part of the story of snuck is the question of where it came from.
No common verb follows the precise pattern of snuck: the past tense of leak is not luck,
of streak is not struck, of creak is not cruck, of peek is not puck. It's as if snuck just sidled on in
and made itself at home in the language, and most of us took it for a native. Pretty sneaky.
EDITOR: I still continue to fight against the invasion of American English, but with our Television’s
predominate use of American productions I think it is a losing battle. The Americanism “OK” has already
conquered the entire world.
“Snuck isn’t a word.”

MISSION STATEMENT
TO EMPOWER volunteers to serve their communities, meet humanitarian needs, encourage peace and
promote international understanding through Lions clubs.
How is this celebration cake completely made by our own club member, Lion Selina, for Greg's 50 years
celebration - right down to the Lions logo made in chocolate. Very much enjoyed by all members
Lion Greg was most surprised, and very
appreciative of how the Club recognised his 50 years
of Lions Membership. The cake was just wonderful,
as was the photo presentation.
Lion Greg indicated that every year was always very
special with friends, activities and projects. Half a
century of wonderful memories.
“Over the years, our Club had many dinner meeting
venues. We left the White Horse Inn because the
manager put the price of a pot of beer UP TO 50
cents!”
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Lions Club of Rochedale Springwood

September 2020
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

1

Thu

2

Fri

3 Australian 4

Sat

5

National Flag
Day

6

7 Threatened 8 LIONS

Father’s
Day

Species Day

DINNER AGM
6.30pm

13

14

15

9

10

11

12

16

17

18

19 Cabinet
Meeting

20

21

Cabinet
Meeting

27

22 LIONS

23

24

25

26

BOARD6.30pm

28

29

30

BIRTHDAYS:
6th Chris Richardson

Important Information: SPRING School Holidays Sat. 19 Sept – Mon. 5th Oct.
3rd September: Australian National Flag Day. We commemorate the day on which the Australian National Flag was
first flown.
6th September: Father's Day Australia: Celebrated each year on the first Sunday in September. It is not an official
public or statutory holiday. The Australians have family reunions on this day to honour their fathers and celebrate
fatherhood.
7 September: Threatened Species Day
8 September Lions Dinner Meeting :
meeting.

Our club’s Annual General Meeting will be held prior to our September dinner

22nd September : Board Meeting.
QUIZ; Name the one sport in which neither the spectators nor the participants know the score or leader until the
contest ends. BOXING
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In 1996 the Governor-General, Sir William Deane, proclaimed
3rd September as Australian National Flag Day, to
commemorate the day in 1901 on which our national flag of
"Stars and Crosses" was first flown. It is the right and privilege of
every Australian to fly the Australian National Flag

The Symbols of our National Flag:
1. The Union Jack in the upper hoist quadrant or first quarter (also known as the Canton),
Australia’s Heritage:
Democracy, Judiciary, Language, Customs (The principles on which our progress is based)
2. The Southern Cross in the second quarter (also known as the top or head) and fourth quarter. Consists
of five stars in a more or less kite-like pattern
- Alpha Crucis (7-point), Beta Crucis (7-point), Gamma
Crucis (7-point), Delta Crucis (7-point) and the smaller Epsilon Crucis (5-point).

Location:
The Southern Cross shines somewhere over Australia every night of the year. Symbol of Australia’s bright
future and our nation’s moral virtues of justice, temperance, prudence & fortitude.
3. The Commonwealth Star or Star of Federation, central in the third quarter or lower hoist. The seventh
point was added in 1909.

Unity:
1 January, 1901, all the colonies joined together to form one nation in one continent for the common good of
all. Each point stands for each of our six states and the seventh point for our territories.
(Our Progress)
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EDITORIAL
The Lions of our District need to look closely at their clubs and try to consider what is not working and why it is not
working. One could ask, “Does my membership fulfill my expectations?” If it doesn’t then one could easily resign, but
this is not a real alternative for a real Lion. The question we should ask ourselves is, “What do we have to change to
develop our club so that it does fulfil all of our expectations?”
CHANGE is the chance of innovation, novelty, and new opportunities. Some people, however, see change as
threatening rather than exciting. The attraction of change is related to the driving forces of goal achievement, survival,
profitability and fulfilment of members’ needs. CHANGE MANAGEMENT is concerned with keeping the
organization in tune with the community, with other service organizations and with its members. THE MYSTERY OF
CHANGE is generated because quite often, when we are involved in significant organizational change programs, we
are not quite sure what the eventual outcomes will be for the organization and for ourselves. Another aspect of the
mystery is to understand why sometimes we succeed and why sometimes we fail.
Lions could consider the benefits of promoting themselves as “A Key Members’ Club” where all members actively
promoted Lionism and introduces a new member into their club as soon as possible. This way, the work load is more
equitably distributed without overloading the willing few. Lions could seek out areas that could be changed to make
their club more attractive to members so that members will be more amenable to fulfilling their commitment to
attendance at meetings and projects. Some areas of change that might be considered are: Membership,
communications, participation, program, activities and projects.
All members should reject negative attitudes and be positive in word, thought and action. It is through
associating with Lions with a positive commitment to service and fellowship that we can become more positive
in our own selves and thus become more effective in reaching our goals.
Many corporations, sports teams and organizations with talented individuals have never become winning groups
because they can’t live together, work together or win together. In the end success comes when people work
successfully with people. There is nothing as powerful and contagious as positive, uplifting enthusiasm that is handled
wisely by a group of people who respect one another and contribute their individual talents and abilities coming
together as one united force to reach one common cause, goal or dream.
It is amazing what Lions can do when they work together. Working together willingly for a common purpose can lead
to the accomplishment of seemingly impossible tasks.
Have you asked ‘What if’ lately? What if we tried it this way? What if we changed that procedure? What if I changed
my attitude? WHAT IF?
Problems stimulate creativity. Creativity leads to solutions. Solutions lead to change. Change leads to challenge
and growth. Lions, let’s be creative. Stand back and look at our club with a new perspective. Give it a different
twist. For 2020-2021, let’s do a common thing uncommonly well!

Lion Greg – Editor
greg.nothling@gmail.com

The power in words.
In parochial school students are taught that lying is a sin. However, instructors also advised that using a bit
of imagination was OK to express the truth differently without lying. Below is a perfect example of those
teachings
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An attractive young woman on a flight from Ireland asked the Priest beside her, 'Father, may I ask a
favor?'
“Of course, child. What may I do for you?'
“Well, I bought my mother an expensive hair dryer for her birthday. It is unopened but well over the
Customs limits and I'm afraid they'll confiscate it. Is there any way you could carry it through customs for
me? Hide it under your robes perhaps?”
“I would love to help you, dear, but I must warn you, I will not lie.”
“With your honest face, Father, no one will question you.”
When they got to Customs, she let the priest go first. The official asked, “Father, do you have anything to
declare?”
“From the top of my head down to my waist I have nothing to declare. “
The official thought this answer strange, so asked, “And what do you have to declare from your waist to the
floor?”
“I have a marvelous instrument designed to be used on a woman, but which is, to date, unused.”
Roaring with laughter, the official said, “Go ahead, Father. Next please!”

Preventing Dementia
October 2020
Participants in the free Preventing Dementia MOOC will learn
about the risk factors for dementia from leading world experts. With
the ageing of the world’s population, dementia is becoming the
public health issue of the 21st century. Examine the evidence and
reduce your risk.

Wicking Dementia Centre
Starts 6th Oct 2020
Duration: 4 Weeks
Location: Online Course
Completion Certificate: Yes
Cost: FREE

If this interests you, then please contact Lion Chris Richardson who will give you enrolment details.

MENTAL CONFUSION IN THE THIRD AGE
By: Arnaldo Liechtenstein, physician.
Whenever I teach clinical medicine to students in the fourth year of medicine, I ask the following question:
What are the causes of mental confusion in the elderly?
Some offer: "Tumours in the head". I answer: No!
Others suggest: "Early symptoms of Alzheimer's". I answer again: No!
With each rejection of their answers, their responses dry up.
And they are even more open-mouthed when I list the three most common causes:
- uncontrolled diabetes; - urinary infection; - dehydration
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It may sound like a joke, but it isn't. People over 60 constantly stop feeling thirsty and consequently stop
drinking fluids. When no one is around to remind them to drink fluids, they quickly dehydrate. Dehydration
is severe and affects the entire body. It may cause abrupt mental confusion, a drop in blood pressure,
increased heart palpitations, angina (chest pain), coma and even death.
*This habit of forgetting to drink fluids begins at age 60, when we have just over 50% of the water we
should have in our bodies. People over 60 have a lower water reserve. This is part of the natural aging
process. *
But there are more complications. Although they are dehydrated, they don't feel like drinking water, because
their internal balance mechanisms don't work very well.
*Conclusion: *
People over 60 years old dehydrate easily, not only because they have a smaller water supply, but also
because they do not feel the lack of water in the body. Although people over 60 may look healthy, the
performance of reactions and chemical functions can damage their entire body.
So here are two alerts:
1) *Get into the habit of drinking liquids*. Liquids include water, juices, teas, coconut water, milk, soups,
and water-rich fruits, such as watermelon, melon, peaches and pineapple; Orange and tangerine also work.
*The important thing is that, every two hours, you must drink some liquid. Remember this! *
2) Alert for family members: constantly offer fluids to people over 60. At the same time, observe them.
If you realize that they are rejecting liquids and, from one day to the next, they are irritable, breathless or
display a lack of attention, these are almost certainly recurrent symptoms of dehydration.
Arnaldo Liechtenstein (46), physician, is a general practitioner at Hospital das Clinicals and a collaborating
professor in the Department of Clinical Medicine at the Faculty of Medicine of the University of São Paulo
(USP).

Club Supplies
Go to www.lionsclubsshop.com.au
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Club Member Profile: LORRAINE MCKENZIE
.

Lorraine’s story is one of decades of community involvement
classes, but I would
only wear the aid when
adults were present
due to bullying.
Upon leaving school I
commenced work in
the banking industry
which lasted for 35
years. It greatly helped
my lip- reading skills.

In IIInthirty-five
years in the
banking industry, I
was held-up in five
bank robberies!

I was born in Wellington,
New Zealand a few years
ago. My primary school
education was completed
by home schooling and at
many schools around New
Zealand due to my father
setting up the telephone
communications system in
New Zealand.
Secondary schooling was
completed in Wellington
where my sisters and I
stayed with my Gran until
completed.
At school I was very good
at all sports and
represented my province
in both Cricket and
Hockey. During college it
was noted that I was very
deaf and I was fitted with a
hearing aid and went to
lip-reading

Cricketing
days

ROCHEDALE SPRINGWOOD LIONS CLUB
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From a young age I
have spent a large
amount of time
involved in community
work in the areas that I
have lived in.—
Scouting for over
twenty years, Lions
Club International for
over forty years and
recently Probus, all of
which I have enjoyed
and continue to enjoy.

During these years I
was held up in five bank
robberies, all very
Through these years I
interesting, NOT.
have received many
awards in scouting and
I continued with cricket
Lions. In 2011/2012 I
and represented New
was elected the Lions
Zealand but after two
International District
seasons had to give it
Governor for this
away as it became too
District, a great honour
costly paying for all the
and one I have many
uniforms and
great memories of.
equipment.
I then decided to be
involved in the
scouting movement.
This is where I met
David and we married
in the late sixties. We
settled in Wellington,
then later moved to
Christchurch before
coming to Australia in
1981 with our two
children and David’s
mother.

In 2009, I retired from
managing, along with
husband David, a large
motel in Toowong.
When not involved with
Lions and Probus, I
enjoy watching my four
grandchildren achieve
their paths in life and
when time permits,
travelling, reading and
gardening.

